
                           
 

Sports Wagering Revenues  
November 2022 

(unaudited) 
 

Casino Provider Settled Wagers Prizes Promotional 
Deductions 

Federal 
Excise 
Taxes 

Net Revenues (Net Carryover) State Share 

Boot Hill DraftKings $214,202  ($211,939) $0  ($536) $1,727  $0  $173  

Kansas Star FanDuel $2,008,555  ($2,048,040) $0  ($5,021) $0  ($44,506) $0  

Hollywood Barstool  $7,079,467  ($6,262,130) ($1,280) ($17,912) $798,145  $0  $79,815  

KS Crossing N/A               

Subtotal - Retail   $9,302,224  ($8,522,109) ($1,280) ($23,469) $799,872  ($44,506) $79,988  
                  

Boot Hill DraftKings $76,190,785  ($69,178,154) ($2,228,051) ($185,000) $4,599,580  $0  $115,135  

Kansas Star FanDuel $50,601,581  ($43,652,474) ($1,925,449) ($121,690) $4,901,968  $0  $481,640  

Hollywood Barstool  $12,273,517  ($11,268,961) ($197,087) ($30,899) $776,570  $0  $77,657  

KS Crossing BetMGM $25,391,532  ($22,945,372) ($1,717,919) ($58,312) $669,929  $0  $0  

KS Crossing Caesar's $9,737,508  ($9,046,813) ($252,712) ($24,344) $413,639  $0  $41,364  

KS Crossing PointsBet $2,856,561  ($2,666,697) ($138,088) ($6,877) $44,899  $0  $0  

Subtotal - Online   $177,051,484  ($158,758,471) ($6,459,306) ($427,122) $11,406,585  $0  $715,796  
                  

Totals   $186,353,708  ($167,280,580) ($6,460,586) ($450,591) $12,206,457  ($44,506) $795,784  

 
The following providers had a negative Net Carryover from October to November, resulting in the reported November State Share calculating as 
less than 10%:  DraftKingsOnline;  FanDuel Online;  BetMGM Online;  PointsBet Online 
  



                           
 

Sports Wagering Revenues  
Fiscal Year Through November 2022 

(unaudited) 
 

Casino Provider Settled Wagers Prizes Promotional 
Deductions 

Federal 
Excise 
Taxes 

Net Revenues (Net Carryover) State Share 

Boot Hill DraftKings $408,311  ($381,397) $0  ($1,021) $25,893  $0  $2,589  

Kansas Star FanDuel $4,466,760  ($4,107,842) $0  ($11,167) $347,751  $0  $39,226  

Hollywood Barstool  $17,985,733  ($16,067,683) ($2,075) ($45,948) $1,870,027  $0  $187,003  

KS Crossing N/A               

Subtotal - Retail   $22,860,804  ($20,556,922) ($2,075) ($58,136) $2,243,671  $0  $228,818  
                  

Boot Hill DraftKings $233,933,267  ($209,988,216) ($22,264,193) ($529,512) $1,151,346  $0  $115,135  

Kansas Star FanDuel $137,257,892  ($119,577,632) ($12,551,862) ($311,994) $4,816,404  $0  $481,640  

Hollywood Barstool  $35,159,486  ($31,516,071) ($2,135,574) ($88,946) $1,418,895  $0  $141,890  

KS Crossing BetMGM $76,387,116  ($66,793,498) ($11,482,889) ($161,529) $0  ($2,050,800) $0  

KS Crossing Caesar's $24,434,482  ($22,365,487) ($1,048,729) ($61,087) $959,179  $0  $95,918  

KS Crossing PointsBet $6,766,986  ($6,331,539) ($450,146) ($15,975) $0  ($30,674) $3,089  

Subtotal - Online   $513,939,229  ($456,572,443) ($49,933,393) ($1,169,043) $8,345,824  ($2,081,474) $837,672  
                  

Totals   $536,800,033  ($477,129,365) ($49,935,468) ($1,227,179) $10,589,495  ($2,081,474) $1,066,490  

  
PointsBet Online and FanDuel Retail reported positive Net Revenues and State Share in previous months, but have net carryover balances as of 
November 30. The previously reported State Share of sports wagering revenues is not refunded to a provider when subsequent carryovers occur.  
As such, cumulative reported State Share is in excess of 10% of reported net revenues. 


